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Tłı ̨chǫ

Tł➢ ı̨chǫ lands lie east of 
the Mackenzie River 
between Great Slave 
Lake and Great Bear 
Lake in the Northwest 
Territories.

Tł➢ ı̨chǫ Nation consist of 
4 Tłı̨chǫ communities, 
Behchokǫ̀, Whatì
Gamètı̀ and Wekweètı̀



Dinàgà Wek’èhodì Protected Area
The Tłįchǫ Government is working with the Government of the Northwest 
Territories Department of Environment and Natural Resources on the 
establishment of the North Arm Protected Area known as Dinàgà Wek’èhodì. 
This area is approximately 790 km2 of the northern portion of the north arm of 
Great Slave Lake and includes the mainland shoreline, numerous islands, and 
the lake itself.



In efforts to support and promote the conservation of Dinàgà Wek'èhodì,Tłı̨chǫ
Government created a special zone in the Tłı̨chǫ Wenek’e (Tłı̨chǫ Land Use 
Plan) along the shoreline of the North Arm of Great Slave Lake, adjacent to 
Dinàgà Wek'èhodì and within Tłı̨chǫ Lands known as Dèk’easıìɂedaà wèhǫǫdıa
or Habitat Management Zone and the only activities allowed in this zone are: 

camps ➢ or cabins;

non➢ -exploitive scientific research;

transportation ➢ corridors; and

➢ eco/cultural tourism.



Dinàgà Wek'èhodì hosts several species at risk including boreal woodland 

caribou, wood bison, wolverine, rusty blackbird, common nighthawk, barn 

swallow, and short-eared owl.

It is classified as an Important Bird Area (IBA) in Canada and is a key 

migratory bird site in the Northwest Territories with large numbers of tundra 

swans, Canada geese and other waterfowl using it as a staging area.

This Island is also used as a popular location for fishing and hunting, 

outfitting, ecotourism, and recreation.



Healthy Country Planning
Open Standards for the Practice of Conservation to help in planning, implementing, 

managing, and monitoring conservation initiatives to see what works, what does not 
work and why. The mission of Healthy Country Planning is to improve conservation, 

look at targets, viability (achievable and possible) and threats. 

Open standard concept is a tool and guide incorporated into the Protected area 
strategy of Dinàgà Wek'èhodì.



Information 
needed 

Description or meaning Questions to ask to get this information from 
the working group 

STEP 1: FINDING THE FOCUS FOR OUR PLAN 

 

Vision 

Dream of what we want the area to be like 

in the future 

 

Scope The area of land that our Plan will cover This is already done - see map above. 

Target or Gogha 

wet’é ?ah 

Features or aspects of the area that are most 

important/valuable to us and need protection. 

These will be the features that we will focus 

our work on. 

What assets or features are most 

valuable/important to you in this area? 

why is it important? 

Health/hoti eda of 

Targets/ Gogha 

wet'é ?ah 

What the targets/gogha wet’é ?ah are like 

when we consider them to be in good shape or 

to be healthy. 

We want to know how healthy they are now 

and what we want them to be in future. 

How would you describe what “good“ or 

“healthy” looks like for this feature? What types of 

things do you look at or measure to know this? 

Are these features good or ok right now? 

Could or should things be improved? How? 

Threats/asii 

wegh§ hodgj/jj 

What could harm our targets/Gogha wet’é?ah 

now or in future. 

We need to understand what the problems are 

and how much harm they could do? 

For the biggest threats or problems, we need 

to figure out what is causing the problems and 

how best we could change things. 

What kinds of things might harm our 

targets/gogha wet’é ?ah now or in future? Why do 

you think that? 

What worries you the most? 

what do you think is causing those problems? Or 

could cause those problems in future? 

What problems or causes do you think we could 

do something about? 

STEP 2: MAKING THE 
PLAN 

Objectives/ 
ayii gogha 
wet’g$a 
denahk’e nezj 
ats’ehg\ 

What we want to accomplish to either 
improve the health of our targets/gogha 
wet’é ?ah or to reduce the threats. 

• What targets/gogha wet’é ?ah need to be 
improved? What would those 
improvements look Iike? 

• What threats should we try to reduce or 
change? How do you think they should be 

changed? 

Strategies/ 
edéni weghé 
Iats’eeda t’é laa 
holé 

What we can and should do to meet our 
objectives. 

• What specific steps could we take to meet 
our objectives? What is possible? 

• What kind of changes would we expect to 
see if we took those steps? 



Vision:

Dinàgà Wek’èhodì has powerful, historical, spiritual and cultural significance. It is a home; a place of 
legends, sharing, teaching and learning.
The area is important for migratory birds and provides habitat for other birds, fish and wildlife, 
including species at risk.
The rich plants and wildlife are the foundation of this spectacular natural environment with many 
harvesting and recreational opportunities. 
The area is culturally important to the Dene and Métis who have used the area for centuries for many 
activities including hunting, fishing and trapping. It was a main Transportation route to Old Fort Rae.





 

Gogha wet’a?ah 
Targets 

 

Draft explanation of Gogha wet’a ?ah  
Health/hoti‹eda  of Gogha wet’a -  

 
Traditional 
Use 

People who have traditionally or historically used this area want to continue to do 
SO. Harvesting was a major traditional use - so this could be called “Traditional Use 
and Harvest” if wanted. 
Indigenous rights to traditional use must be respected and protected. 
With respect to harvesting, it was noted that: 

o The area holds many medicinal plants and was their ”old pharmacy“ 
o That the healthiest meals in the Great Slave Lake area come from here 
Key traditional uses expressed at the last meeting: 
o Harvesting: 

• fishing 
• hunting 
• medicinal plants (someone noted that it was their “old pharmacy") 
• hood 
• snow for tea 

o Cultural or recreational: 
• travelling 
• camping 
• gatherings 

What does “healthy“ look like for this gogha 
wet’a ?ah 

Fish, wildlife, and plants are in 
abundance (keeping in mind natural 
variation) 
People have enough to eat 
Water is clean 
Good distribution of food and 
firewood between people who need it 

- Traditional knowledge passed from 
Elders to youth 

 
How would you know if this gogha 

wet’a ?ah 
 
was “unhealthy"? 

Contaminants in water and animals 
Public safety at risk 

- New invasive species 
Lack of traditional use in the area 

- Lack of access 
 

What are the threats? 
Industry 

- Fires (though these can be natural) 
- Invasive species 

Over-harvesting 

 
Culturally 

Important 

Sites and 

Areas 

As it says in the Vision statement, this area has “powerful historical, cultural, and 
spiritual significance". 

- The Elders know of many specific sites and areas within Dinaga that are important 
for historical, cultural, or spiritual reasons - and these must be protected. 
Key sites and areas identified at the last meeting: 
o Sites: 

• old camp sites or cabins 

• sites with artifacts 

What does “healthy "look like for this 
goghawet’a ?ah 
 
 Sites are kept clean 

Respect is shown for the site (no 
artifacts moved or taken) 
Everyone is aware of the law that it 
isn’t ok to take things from these sites 

6. 

 



Major Threat:
currently there are mineral claims in the area. for silica sand. There has been 
conflict of interests of four claim blocks which overlap with K'ıchıì within the 
proposed Dinàgà Wek’èhodì Protected Area. 

Other Threats: 
overfishing, climate change, forest fires, invasive species, tourism, air and 
water pollution, user-conflict



Next Steps:

NWT Protected Areas Legislation

Dinàgà Wek'èhodì Establishment Agreement

Dinàgà Wek'èhodì Management Plan



Healthy Country Planning Training







Masi Cho!

Thank You!

Questions?


